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Company: Siemens Sanayi ve Ticaret Anonim Sirketi

Location: İzmit

Category: other-general

We are looking for a Maintenance Engineer. What are my responsibilities?

Support production implementation projects for new machines.

Troubleshoot and respond to normal operations problems and emergency situations.

Knowledge in high- and low-voltage systems, such as transformers, high voltage primary feed

and secondary transformers to include installation, troubleshooting and repair as required.

Monitors operation and maintains: motors, rectifiers, debarring’s, hoist, crane, punch press,

grinders, pumps, valves, electrical and compress air piping, filters and etc.

Maintains a clean and safe working environment. Identifies and remediates all

Environmental Health and Safety (EHS) issues as they arise.

Strong analytical and problem-solving skills & techniques (eg. 8D, Why-Why analysis)

Support of factory smart infrastructure projects.

Processes and machines failures of Analysis.

Identify opportunities to eliminate waste.

Support of factory MES applications.

Support in administrative tasks such as data entry and collection.

Support of energy efficiency projects.
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Provide new machine park layout solutions / improve layouts. 

Support for predictive and preventive maintenance processes

What do I need to qualify for this job?

Degree in Electrical/ Mechanical/ Electronic Engineering or related discipline.

Fluency in both written and spoken English.

Experience: 3 to 7 Years with Sound knowledge of Mechanical engineering in general

machine tools, Special Purpose machines, Injection Molding, Hydraulic press, Servo

Presses, High Speed Stamping Presses, & CNC Centers, Electro-Hydraulic, Pneumatics

systems.

Working knowledge of MS Office applications.

Training in at least one trade (electrical, mechanical, machine maintenance)

Familiar with PMs and CMMS (Computerized Maintenance Management System).

Willingness to work overtime when needed

Strong writing, documentation, and speaking skills.

Technical Proficiency: A solid understanding of mechanical, electrical, and/or electronic systems,

along with the ability to troubleshoot and repair various equipment and machinery

Ability to learn new skills and assume new responsibilities.

Ability to work cooperatively in a team environment.

Working knowledge of Solidworks or Autocad Application.

What weoffer

Speak up Culture

Respectful Workplace

Being part of a global work environment

Attractive remuneration package



Excellent recognition tools providing spot awards

Learning & Development opportunities for both personal and professional growth 

Leave days for parents and a variety of flexible working models that allow time off for yourself

and your family 

Creche allowance for mothers

Share matching programs to become a shareholder of Siemens AG

Remote working and remote living flexibility only for relevant positions

Find more benefits

Individual benefits are adapted to meet locallegal regulations, the requirements of different

job profiles, locations, andindividual preferences. 

As Siemens we believe physical barriers are not relatedto potential. Only the potential

matters to us. Therefore, we look forward toreceive applications of candidates with

physical barriers and chronicillnesses. We support healthy relationships between

candidates with barriersand their colleagues because we believe we can create

differences together.

Siemens is dedicated to quality, equality, and valuatingdiversity and we welcome

applications that reflect the diversity of thecommunities within which we work.

We are looking forward to receiving your onlineapplication. Please ensure you

complete all areas of the application form tothe best of you ability as we will use the data

to review your suitability tothe role.

Please find more information from our web site: 

Contact

If you need more information please don't hesitate to contact us.

+90 216 459 20 00
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